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About Sygns

Our mission is to provide access to good design by creating a platform where craftsman and client 

interact. Our medium of choice is neon - we want to form a new movement and apply the nostalgic 

technology in a contemporary way to protect craftsmanship from becoming extinct. We usually 

work in an architectural context, with clients ranging from artists & galleries, to marketing 

agencies, to big corporates. Recent clients include Tate Modern, Vitra, Adidas and MYKITA. We're 

based in Berlin-Kreuzberg and with our interdisciplinary team of designers, engineers and project 

managers we serve clients and craftsman worldwide. 

Numbers are your passion! You support us with the creditor and debtor bookkeeping, controlling and reporting. Apart from 

operative processes you will also have the opportunity to get to know every other area of our finance department.

         Your Role at SYGNS

● You will learn how to maintain our ongoing accounting, controlling and budgeting processes

● You will work with key financial data related to sales, costs, cash flow, etc., which helps you 

understand the various business activities across our company’s value chain

● You will create regular reports according to a diverse range of KPIs for our founders

● You will gain understanding of complex finance topics such as tax (income tax, VAT) or 

corporate finance (working capital, valuation, etc.)

● You will work directly with our CFO

  … we can make coffee ourselves!

        

        Who we look for

● Preferably you are a student in the area of business administration, economics or a related 

discipline with academic knowledge in Finance

● Ideally, you have already gained internship experience in Finance or Operations or have been 

familiar with start-up business processes

● You have experience with various Excel functions and formula and are ready to become an 

Excel pro!

● You enjoy working in an analytic and structured way, while being communicative and sociable

● You are fluent in both German and English (speaking & writing)

● You are available for an internship for a duration of 3 - 6 months

       

        Why SYGNS

● Excellent, international and mission-driven team

● Lots and lots of trust, ownership and growth opportunities

● Access to awesome industry partners & clients

● Opportunity to understand and improve entire physical value chain

● Welcoming atmosphere in and out of office

https://www.facebook.com/sygnsberlin/
https://www.instagram.com/sygns_official/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/sygns_official?lang=en
http://www.sygns.de

